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For fans of Children of Blood and Bone and Six of Crows comes the thrilling conclusion to the
Blood Heir trilogy. A princess with a dark secret must ally with a con man to liberate her empire
from a reign of terror in this epic fantasy retelling of the Anastasia story.The Red
Tigress, Anastacya Mikhailov, has lost the gift she was only beginning to realize deû�ned her.
Stolen from her during the battle in Bregon, her blood Affinity rests with Sorsha Farrald, a
dangerous Affinite who is on the run, headed straight to Cyrilia and to Ana's aunt...the
Empress Morganya. Though she is weakened, Ana's course remains true--yet her return to
her homeland reveals a Cyrilia on the brink of collapse. Morganya's tyrannical rule has
transformed into a sinister quest for unquestioned authority, and she has set her sights far
beyond Cyrilia. Morganya seeks a legendary ancient power, rumored to have once belonged to
the Deities themselves. If she can locate it, she can rule the world. What's more, Ana's allies,
the insurgent Affinite rebels known as the Redcloaks, no longer support her. For their
allegiance is with the people--and there can be no equality with a monarchy. Ana faces
enemies at every turn, and every day without her Affinity brings her closer to death. Yet she is
determined to liberate her people and vanquish the legacy of her own imperial bloodline--the
inequality sewn into the fabric of her land. Her only hope lies in the navy she recruited in
Bregon, the courage of her band of friends, and the cunning crime-lord-turned-captain she's
fallen for. If Ana loses this fight, it will be her last. And Morganya's reign of darkness with
consume the world.

About the AuthorAmélie Wen Zhao was born in Paris and grew up in Beijing in an international
community. Her multicultural upbringing instilled in her a deep love of global affairs and cross-
cultural perspectives. She seeks to bring this passion to her stories, crafting characters from
kingdoms in different corners of the world. She attended college in New York City, where she
now lives. Amélie is the author of the Blood Heir trilogy Blood Heir, Red Tigress, and Crimson
Reign. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.1The Cyrilian EmpireThe moon was red tonight and the ocean
looked like blood, glistening a deep, clear crimson. Anastacya Mikhailov leaned over the railing
of her ship and breathed in the sharp, ice-tinted scent of her empire.Throughout their journey
over the past fortnight, she had watched the waters shift from the lovely cobalt blue of Bregon’s
coastal shore to the pale, vicious waves of Cyrilia. The humid ocean air of the south had turned
stark and dry as they traveled north, the wind whipping at their sails.The Cyrilian Empire was
carved of ice and snow, and she its daughter, born and raised.“An hour till we make land,”
came a voice.Ana turned. Daya of Kusutri strode toward her. She’d donned a thick fur cloak
over her Bregonian tunic and leather shoes as they journeyed north and the weather grew
colder. Her captain’s pin flashed, and tonight, even Daya’s easy grin was absent in the place of
sobriety as she sidled up and leaned against the railing by Ana’s side.“Crew’s up and ready
for . . . well, whatever we find out there,” Daya finished, tipping her head forward in a grim
gesture.Whatever we find out there. Ana gripped the railing, her jaw tightening as she gazed
unflinchingly ahead.It had been over a moon since she’d been forced to flee her empire,
abandoning her people to a scene of slaughter--all in search of a deadly weapon that, if
obtained by Morganya, would cause the demise of not only Cyrilia but the entire world. The
siphons enabled its bearer to steal powers from Affinites and had been part of a larger,



decades-long plan by Alaric Kerlan and the Bregonian government to further exploit Affinites.
Morganya, of course, had sought out the siphons to gain power for herself.“There’s only one
person we’re searching for,” Ana said quietly.“You think she’s out there?” Daya murmured,
nodding in the direction of the shores.Their quarry: Sorsha Farrald, Ramson’s half sister and
former Lieutenant of the Blue Fort. The girl who had betrayed her own army and kingdom from
the inside on a quest for revenge and destruction.The girl who had stolen both siphons.Sorsha
had used one siphon to steal Ana’s blood Affinity for herself, storing it and channeling it at will
in the searock band that she wore on her wrist. The other, she’d sworn to bring to Morganya
before she’d disappeared.It sickened Ana to know that her power would be used by a girl
obsessed with wrath and ruin--and it was only the first example of the devastation the siphons
would unleash upon the world. The exploitation of Affinites would continue at the hands of
humanity. The wheel of power and powerless, oppressor and oppressed, would continue to
spin.Unless Ana found the siphons and overthrew Morganya’s reign of terror.Her eyes
narrowed a fraction. “I know she’s out there,” Ana replied. “We just have to find her before
Morganya--”A fit of coughs overtook her and she lurched over the railing, feeling, not for the
first time, that there was something inside her that was wrong, an emptiness that was scraping
her raw.She felt Daya’s hands on her shoulders, steadying her. “Feeling all right?” A pause,
then: “Have you eaten today?”Over the past two weeks aboard Daya’s Stormbringer, Ana’s
appetite had diminished--something she had blamed on seasickness. But the insomnia, the
bouts of dizziness, and the coughing fits--it was clear to anybody who paid attention that those
were side effects of something much deeper.The effect of having one’s Affinity torn from
them.She’d heard stories from her friend and ally, Linn, who’d witnessed it firsthand in the
Bregonian research dungeons they’d broken into. A girl, Linn had told her, looking more like
skin and bones than human. Gold hair thinned and falling out in clumps. Face sunken to the
point of being skeletal.Ana had examined her own reflection in the looking glass Daya kept in
her captain’s cabin, imagining her cheeks hollowing out, her thick dark hair that she’d inherited
from her mother thinning to strands.Every day, she told herself that King Darias of Bregon was
spearheading research on destroying siphons and reversing their effects. That he would send
word to her immediately should he find anything new.Ana straightened. “It’s nothing,” she said,
avoiding Daya’s eyes.Her friend patted her back. “Probably seasickness. You’ll feel much better
once we’re on land.” Daya smiled and gestured. “It’s a Blood Moon tonight. You know what that
means?”Ana followed her gaze. “I believe Cyrilian legends call it the Winter’s Fire,” she said.
“But I do rather like ‘Blood Moon.’ ”“According to my gods, it heralds war and bloodshed,” Daya
said, leaning her head to mirror Ana’s pose. She brushed a coil of braided black hair out of her
face. Her teeth flashed white in the dark. “With a thousand Bregonian troops behind us, I’d say
I rather like our chances.”At the thought, Ana turned from the prow. Behind her, phantomlike in
the moonlight and lunging to the skies like daggers, were the sails of her warfleet, one
thousand strong, lent to her as an alliance between her and King Darias. They flew silver sails
with the Bregonian seadragon entwined with the Cyrilian roaring tiger insignia--only, instead of
stark white, this one was bloodred.Red Tigress.It had become the symbol for her party, for her
revolution. The symbol for a new Cyrilia: an equal, balanced land free of oppression, where
Affinites and non-Affinites walked side by side.As to what that held for her, for the future she’d
once dreamt of as the heir of an empire, she wasn’t certain.A gust of wind knifed past her,
whipping her cloak behind her in a scarlet trail. Not for the first time, Ana wondered what the
ghosts of her family would think of her now. She could so clearly see the cold disappointment
in her father’s eyes, the muted sorrow on her brother’s face. Yet Papa, Luka, and now,
Morganya . . . one by one, the previous rulers of the Cyrilian Empire had proven the dangers of



a monarchy unchecked as their failures led Cyrilia further and further down a spiral of
darkness, of corruption, of oppression.She gripped the railing tighter, knuckles whitening. The
dead were dead; she had to focus on the living, on what was best for her empire, her
people.“Speaking of,” Daya said, “I should rouse the crew. We’ll be arriving within the hour.”A
cry came from the crow’s nest. “Snowhawk!”Ana looked up to see a pale shape descending
upon them in the night, heading straight for her. She held her arm up and it alighted, its claws
digging into the thick fabric of her crimson cloak. In its beak it held a clump of fabric
embroidered with small gold flowers.She recognized it immediately: the sleeve of a kechyan
she had worn back at the Salskoff Palace.Ana gently stroked the bird’s beak, prompting it to
release the kechyan. Folded neatly inside was a single piece of parchment. Ana held it
between trembling fingers.Kolst Imperatorya, we await. Yours faithfully,A. Markov Daya leaned
in. “Confirmation?”Ana nodded, her throat stuck.Here it was, her plan in motion, her people still
loyal to her, waiting to rally to her name.She’d sent a Bregonian seadove to her trusted
confidant at the Palace: Kapitan Markov, the old guard who had watched over her throughout
her childhood, and who had helped her escape death at Morganya’s hands two moons ago.
She’d asked him to leave the Palace with all troops loyal to her to meet her by the seaside
fishing village of Balgorod, two days’ travel south of Salskoff, where she would assemble her
forces and begin her march upon the Imperial Court.He’d replied, each time with a token that
only they knew about, to verify his identity.“Well, then,” Daya said, straightening and clicking her
heels together. “I’ve never done this before, but I suppose I’ll be readying a thousand
Bregonian troops for battle.”Ana looked at her captain, her friend, who just weeks before had
been a stray sailor looking for business in the southern ports of Cyrilia. “Daya,” she said. “You
don’t have to do this. The Bregonian fleets have their own commanders. I . . . I could drop you
off in Balgorod, where you’d be safe, and find you once the war is over.”The truth was, she
couldn’t bear it if anyone else that she cared about got hurt fighting for her.Daya tilted her
head. “You know,” she said, and there was a rare sobriety to her tone. “Before all this, I was
some cast-out sailor scraping by for a living. Wasn’t sure what I was doing with life, just
focusing on getting by day after day. And now . . .” She drew a deep breath, gesturing around
them. “Now I’m captain of a ship. I’m allies with the girl who leads an entire army--an entire
movement. All this has become much more to me than just coin, Ana.”“Don’t let Ramson hear
you say that.” The words were out of Ana’s mouth before she could stop herself. Her breath
caught, and a sharp pain cracked in her heart--perhaps the worst kind of all. In the darkness of
the night he seemed to materialize, sandy hair sparkling and hazel eyes curved in a ghostly
smile. Witch.She’d allowed her thoughts to drift toward Ramson--Ramson Farrald--during the
long nights, when spasms of coughs and bouts of sleeplessness kept her awake. He’d
remained in Bregon to hunt down the remainders of Alaric Kerlan’s criminal empire and root
out whatever information was still hidden beyond the waters of Bregon. She’d recalled that
morning, the sky a halcyon blue, when she’d leaned against the railing of this ship and gazed
back at Bregon and all that she was leaving behind.Wondering if she would ever see him
again.Ana blinked and the phantoms of memories swirled away like smoke before she could
dwell on them. This was the cost of war, of choosing to fight for an entire empire and an entire
people. Yet she would choose the same sacrifices, over and over again, if that meant saving
Cyrilia.“Of course, I’ll still be waiting to dive into your imperial coffers at the end of it all,” Daya
was saying. “But I’m a non-Affinite, Ana. What do you think happens to me and people like me
under the current regime? I know I could leave--sail away to another kingdom, but . . . I’ve seen
what happens if Morganya succeeds. Look at what nearly happened to Bregon.” Across the
deck, her eyes found Ana’s, earth-brown and hard. “If the world falls, the last thing I want is to



know I could have fought and made a difference and chose not to.”Daya’s words lingered for a
moment in the salt-tinged winds, heavy with meaning and sharp with consequences--the
consequences of what the world might become if Ana failed.A reminder of what she fought
for.Ana nodded. “Thank you, Daya.”Daya tapped two fingers to her forehead in a mock salute
before hopping onto the ratlines and scurrying up several rungs. “Stormbringer crew!” she
shouted. “Attention!”Ana turned to the prow, letting the ocean spray surge against her cheeks,
drinking in the cold of her empire. She’d missed it. The southern Bregonian weather had been
warm and mild, but she felt a part of herself becoming reinvigorated beneath the snow-tinged
skies of the great northern Empire.But there was something . . . different about her empire
tonight. Something sharper, something off, the pine-scented wind and snow bladed with a tang
of blood and steel. There was more than ice to the air; there was a sense of hostility from the
way the waves lunged at their hull to the way the clouds roiled fast overhead. As though the
land itself knew of the war awaiting.The crew set about their preparations; a sound Affinite, one
of the many they had rescued from Bregon’s cruel research dungeons where they had been
waiting to be tested on the siphons, carried Daya’s instructions across the rest of the fleet
following behind.Their ships sluiced forward in the night. The glow of the red moon was now
covered by snow clouds, and a mist had appeared over the waters. The crew gathered on the
decks, watching in tense silence as they approached. Daya’s lips moved as she counted down
the seconds, a bronze pocketwatch held in the palm of her hand.A sailor near the edge of the
ship gave a soft exclamation. “Ruselkya,” he said.Ana leaned over the railing. From here, the
waters lapping at the hull of their ship were black tinted with a faint red hue. It resembled
blood.Gliding beneath the surface were long, spectral shapes, threading between waves. It was
only when they turned, tails flashing silver, that Ana caught sight of their torsos and long hair
streaming behind them.Daya came to stand next to her. “Are you familiar with the sailors’ myths
about ruselkya?”“They bring misfortune,” Ana said, thinking of the storybooks she’d read of the
water spirits in the past. Whereas ice spirits--syvint’sya--ranged from gentle to malicious in
nature, ruselkya were believed to be remnants of vicious, darker magic left in this world by the
Deities.Daya nodded. “I’ve heard stories from sailors who went to the farthest corners of the
Silent Sea and found themselves in the ruselkya’s grasps. But I’ve never seen them this active,
nor so close to land.” She was silent for a moment, a troubled expression crossing her face.
Then she shook her head and barked a laugh. “They’re all just stories. What’s real is the
thousand-strong Bregonian fleet behind our backs. You still have that charm I gave you?”Ana
reached for the amulet at her neck: a pendant in the shape of a sun, no bigger than the tip of
her pinky finger. It was made of garnet from the Kingdom of Kusutri, Daya’s home. Daya had
gifted it to Ana as a good-luck charm, saying the bloodred hue of the stone matched her better.
For when you get your Affinity back, the sailor had said.Ana stroked a thumb over the gem’s
smooth surface. “I’d never lose it.”“Good,” Daya said. “Now, come with me--I’m making rounds
to check that all is in order. We’re a quarter hour to shore.”Ana was about to follow when
something caught her attention. She blinked, looking over the railing, across the midnight-black
expanse of sea, wondering if it had been a trick of the Blood Moon’s light.But there it was
again: a flare of light, piercing the fog, small, but growing larger.“Daya,” she began, but then the
night around them lit up like day.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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hope in revolutionsand for being the forever to my storyThe Cyrilian EmpireThe moon was red
tonight and the ocean looked like blood, glistening a deep, clear crimson. Anastacya Mikhailov
leaned over the railing of her ship and breathed in the sharp, ice-tinted scent of her
empire.Throughout their journey over the past fortnight, she had watched the waters shift from
the lovely cobalt blue of Bregon’s coastal shore to the pale, vicious waves of Cyrilia. The humid
ocean air of the south had turned stark and dry as they traveled north, the wind whipping at
their sails.The Cyrilian Empire was carved of ice and snow, and she its daughter, born and
raised.“An hour till we make land,” came a voice.Ana turned. Daya of Kusutri strode toward her.
She’d donned a thick fur cloak over her Bregonian tunic and leather shoes as they journeyed
north and the weather grew colder. Her captain’s pin flashed, and tonight, even Daya’s easy



grin was absent in the place of sobriety as she sidled up and leaned against the railing by
Ana’s side.“Crew’s up and ready for…well, whatever we find out there,” Daya finished, tipping
her head forward in a grim gesture.Whatever we find out there. Ana gripped the railing, her jaw
tightening as she gazed unflinchingly ahead.It had been over a moon since she’d been forced
to flee her empire, abandoning her people to a scene of slaughter—all in search of a deadly
weapon that, if obtained by Morganya, would cause the demise of not only Cyrilia but the entire
world. Siphons enabled their bearers to steal powers from Affinites and had been part of a
larger, decades-long plan by Alaric Kerlan and the Bregonian government to further exploit
Affinites. Morganya, of course, had sought out the two existing functional siphons to gain power
for herself.“There’s only one person we’re searching for,” Ana said quietly.“You think she’s out
there?” Daya murmured, nodding in the direction of the shores.Their quarry: Sorsha Farrald,
Ramson’s half sister and former Lieutenant of the Blue Fort. The girl who had betrayed her own
army and kingdom from the inside on a quest for revenge and destruction.The girl who had
stolen both siphons.Sorsha had used one siphon to steal Ana’s blood Affinity for herself,
storing it and channeling it at will in the searock band that she wore on her wrist. The other,
she’d sworn to bring to Morganya before she’d disappeared.It sickened Ana to know that her
power would be used by a girl obsessed with wrath and ruin—and it was only the first example
of the devastation the siphons would unleash upon the world. The exploitation of Affinites
would continue at the hands of humanity. The wheel of power and powerless, oppressor and
oppressed, would continue to spin.Unless Ana found the siphons and overthrew Morganya’s
reign of terror.Her eyes narrowed a fraction. “I know she’s out there,” Ana replied. “We just have
to find her before Morganya—”A fit of coughs overtook her and she lurched over the railing,
feeling, not for the first time, that there was something inside her that was wrong, an emptiness
that was scraping her raw.She felt Daya’s hands on her shoulders, steadying her. “Feeling all
right?” A pause, then: “Have you eaten today?”Over the past two weeks aboard Daya’s
Stormbringer, Ana’s appetite had diminished—something she had blamed on seasickness. But
the insomnia, the bouts of dizziness, and the coughing fits—it was clear to anybody who paid
attention that those were side effects of something much deeper.The effect of having one’s
Affinity torn from them.She’d heard stories from her friend and ally, Linn, who’d witnessed it
firsthand in the Bregonian research dungeons they’d broken into. A girl, Linn had told her,
looking more like skin and bones than human. Gold hair thinned and falling out in clumps. Face
sunken to the point of being skeletal.Ana had examined her own reflection in the looking glass
Daya kept in her captain’s cabin, imagining her cheeks hollowing out, her thick dark hair that
she’d inherited from her mother thinning to strands.Every day, she told herself that King Darias
of Bregon was spearheading research on destroying siphons and reversing their effects. That
he would send word to her immediately should he find anything new.Ana straightened. “It’s
nothing,” she said, avoiding Daya’s eyes.Her friend patted her back. “Probably seasickness.
You’ll feel much better once we’re on land.” Daya smiled and gestured. “It’s a Blood Moon
tonight. You know what that means?”Ana followed her gaze. “I believe Cyrilian legends call it
the Winter’s Fire,” she said. “But I do rather like ‘Blood Moon.’ ”“According to my gods, it heralds
war and bloodshed,” Daya said, leaning her head to mirror Ana’s pose. She brushed a coil of
braided black hair out of her face. Her teeth flashed white in the dark. “With a thousand
Bregonian troops behind us, I’d say I rather like our chances.”At the thought, Ana turned from
the prow. Behind her, phantomlike in the moonlight and lunging to the skies like daggers, were
the sails of her warfleet, one thousand strong, lent to her as an alliance between her and King
Darias. They flew silver sails with the Bregonian seadragon entwined with the Cyrilian roaring
tiger insignia—only, instead of stark white, this one was bloodred.Red Tigress.It had become



the symbol for her party, for her revolution. The symbol for a new Cyrilia: an equal, balanced
land free of oppression, where Affinites and non-Affinites walked side by side.As to what that
held for her, for the future she’d once dreamt of as the heir of an empire, she wasn’t certain.A
gust of wind knifed past her, whipping her cloak behind her in a scarlet trail. Not for the first
time, Ana wondered what the ghosts of her family would think of her now. She could so clearly
see the cold disappointment in her father’s eyes, the muted sorrow on her brother’s face. Yet
Papa, Luka, and now, Morganya…one by one, the previous rulers of the Cyrilian Empire had
proven the dangers of a monarchy unchecked as their failures led Cyrilia further and further
down a spiral of darkness, of corruption, of oppression.She gripped the railing tighter, knuckles
whitening. The dead were dead; she had to focus on the living, on what was best for her
empire, her people.“Speaking of,” Daya said, “I should rouse the crew. We’ll be arriving within
the hour.”A cry came from the crow’s nest. “Snowhawk!”Ana looked up to see a pale shape
descending upon them in the night, heading straight for her. She held her arm up and it
alighted, its claws digging into the thick fabric of her crimson cloak. In its beak it held a clump
of fabric embroidered with small gold flowers.She recognized it immediately: the sleeve of a
kechyan she had worn back at the Salskoff Palace.Ana gently stroked the bird’s beak,
prompting it to release the kechyan. Folded neatly inside was a single piece of parchment. Ana
held it between trembling fingers.Kolst Imperatorya, we await. Yours faithfully,A. MarkovDaya
leaned in. “Confirmation?”Ana nodded, her throat stuck.Here it was, her plan in motion, her
people still loyal to her, waiting to rally to her name.She’d sent a Bregonian seadove to her
trusted confidant at the Palace: Kapitan Markov, the old guard who had watched over her
throughout her childhood, and who had helped her escape death at Morganya’s hands two
moons ago. She’d asked him to leave the Palace with all troops loyal to her to meet her by the
seaside fishing village of Balgorod, two days’ travel south of Salskoff, where she would
assemble her forces and begin her march upon the Imperial Court.He’d replied, each time with
a token that only they knew about, to verify his identity.“Well, then,” Daya said, straightening
and clicking her heels together. “I’ve never done this before, but I suppose I’ll be readying a
thousand Bregonian troops for battle.”Ana looked at her captain, her friend, who just weeks
before had been a stray sailor looking for business in the southern ports of Cyrilia. “Daya,” she
said. “You don’t have to do this. The Bregonian fleets have their own commanders. I…I could
drop you off in Balgorod, where you’d be safe, and find you once the war is over.”The truth was,
she couldn’t bear it if anyone else that she cared about got hurt fighting for her.Daya tilted her
head. “You know,” she said, and there was a rare sobriety to her tone. “Before all this, I was
some cast-out sailor scraping by for a living. Wasn’t sure what I was doing with life, just
focusing on getting by day after day. And now…” She drew a deep breath, gesturing around
them. “Now I’m captain of a ship. I’m allies with the girl who leads an entire army—an entire
movement. All this has become much more to me than just coin, Ana.”“Don’t let Ramson hear
you say that.” The words were out of Ana’s mouth before she could stop herself. Her breath
caught, and a sharp pain cracked in her heart—perhaps the worst kind of all. In the darkness
of the night he seemed to materialize, sandy hair sparkling and hazel eyes curved in a ghostly
smile. Witch.She’d allowed her thoughts to drift toward Ramson—Ramson Farrald—during the
long nights, when spasms of coughs and bouts of sleeplessness kept her awake. He’d
remained in Bregon to hunt down the remainders of Alaric Kerlan’s criminal empire and root
out whatever information was still hidden beyond the waters of Bregon. She’d recalled that
morning, the sky a halcyon blue, when she’d leaned against the railing of this ship and gazed
back at Bregon and all that she was leaving behind.Wondering if she would ever see him
again.Ana blinked and the phantoms of memories swirled away like smoke before she could



dwell on them. This was the cost of war, of choosing to fight for an entire empire and an entire
people. Yet she would choose the same sacrifices, over and over again, if that meant saving
Cyrilia.“Of course, I’ll still be waiting to dive into your imperial coffers at the end of it all,” Daya
was saying. “But I’m a non-Affinite, Ana. What do you think happens to me and people like me
under the current regime? I know I could leave—sail away to another kingdom, but…I’ve seen
what happens if Morganya succeeds. Look at what nearly happened to Bregon.” Across the
deck, her eyes found Ana’s, earth-brown and hard. “If the world falls, the last thing I want is to
know I could have fought and made a difference and chose not to.”Daya’s words lingered for a
moment in the salt-tinged winds, heavy with meaning and sharp with consequences—the
consequences of what the world might become if Ana failed.A reminder of what she fought
for.Ana nodded. “Thank you, Daya.”Daya tapped two fingers to her forehead in a mock salute
before hopping onto the ratlines and scurrying up several rungs. “Stormbringer crew!” she
shouted. “Attention!”Ana turned to the prow, letting the ocean spray surge against her cheeks,
drinking in the cold of her empire. She’d missed it. The southern Bregonian weather had been
warm and mild, but she felt a part of herself becoming reinvigorated beneath the snow-tinged
skies of the great northern Empire.But there was something…different about her empire
tonight. Something sharper, something off, the pine-scented wind and snow bladed with a tang
of blood and steel. There was more than ice to the air; there was a sense of hostility from the
way the waves lunged at their hull to the way the clouds roiled fast overhead. As though the
land itself knew of the war awaiting.The crew set about their preparations; a sound Affinite, one
of the many they had rescued from Bregon’s cruel research dungeons where they had been
waiting to be tested on the siphons, carried Daya’s instructions across the rest of the fleet
following behind.Their ships sluiced forward in the night. The glow of the red moon was now
covered by snow clouds, and a mist had appeared over the waters. The crew gathered on the
decks, watching in tense silence as they approached. Daya’s lips moved as she counted down
the seconds, a bronze pocketwatch held in the palm of her hand.A sailor near the edge of the
ship gave a soft exclamation. “Ruselkya,” he said.Ana leaned over the railing. From here, the
waters lapping at the hull of their ship were black, tinted with a faint red hue. It resembled
blood.Gliding beneath the surface were long, spectral shapes, threading between waves. It was
only when they turned, tails flashing silver, that Ana caught sight of their torsos, and their long
hair streaming behind them.Daya came to stand next to her. “Are you familiar with the sailors’
myths about ruselkya?”“They bring misfortune,” Ana said, thinking of the storybooks she’d read
of the water spirits in the past. Whereas ice spirits—syvint’sya—ranged from gentle to
malicious in nature, ruselkya were believed to be remnants of vicious, darker magic left in this
world by the Deities.Daya nodded. “I’ve heard stories from sailors who went to the farthest
corners of the Silent Sea and found themselves in the ruselkya’s grasps. But I’ve never seen
them this active, nor so close to land.” She was silent for a moment, a troubled expression
crossing her face. Then she shook her head and barked a laugh. “They’re all just stories.
What’s real is the thousand-strong Bregonian fleet behind our backs. You still have that charm I
gave you?”Ana reached for the amulet at her neck: a pendant in the shape of a sun, no bigger
than the tip of her pinky finger. It was made of garnet from the Kingdom of Kusutri, Daya’s
home. Daya had gifted it to Ana as a good-luck charm, saying the bloodred hue of the stone
matched her better. For when you get your Affinity back, the sailor had said.Ana stroked a
thumb over the gem’s smooth surface. “I’d never lose it.”“Good,” Daya said. “Now, come with me
—I’m making rounds to check that all is in order. We’re a quarter hour to shore.”Ana was about
to follow when something caught her attention. She blinked, looking over the railing, across the
midnight-black expanse of sea, wondering if it had been a trick of the Blood Moon’s light.But



there it was again: a flare of light, piercing the fog, small, but growing larger.“Daya,” she began,
but then the night around them lit up like day.The first explosion slammed Ana into the wooden
deck, her bones jarring and her teeth rattling in her skull. Heat gusted in her face. The sky and
sea reeled all around her as she lifted her head, vision blurring in and out of focus. Flames
licked at the wood, rising with the wind to engulf members of the crew and splinters of debris
strewn across the floor. The entire midsection of the Stormbringer had been torn off; a hole
gaped in the railing, and water was beginning to fill in.The second explosion plunged her into
the water.Kingdom of BregonThe foyer was dark, and the man in the shadows was
dying.Captain Ramson Farrald stepped over the threshold into the liminal space between
darkness and light, his steps muffled by the dust-covered carpet in the house. Even from here,
he could make out the skeletal form of his mark, slumped over in the armchair. Only the
slightest rise and fall to his chest, the tip of his head, and the gleam of his rimmed spectacles
in the watery sunlight indicated that he was alive at all.The mansion itself was in almost as
much neglect. Colloquially named “the Nest,” it was rumored to be the headquarters where the
remnants of Kerlan’s forces were gathered. Ramson wasn’t sure what he’d expected when he’d
arrived—something akin to a shabby version of the Kerlan Estate, perhaps, oozing with
unnecessary opulence, or a simple wooden shack packed to bursting with mercenaries and ex–
Order of the Lily members.Not a man, dying alone in an empty house, surrounded by nothing
but scrolls of parchments, books, and binders of papers.Ramson held up a leather-gloved
hand, signaling for the Bregonian Navy soldiers in his squad to wait outside. Then he stepped
forward, drawing his misericord. “Seems I’ve finally found you,” he said quietly, “Scholar
Ardonn.”Just weeks ago, Ramson had wrested the Kingdom of Bregon from its spiral of
corruption at his father’s hands and restored the rightful King and the Three Courts into
governance. Yet the war was far from over. Alaric Kerlan was dead, but the roots of the criminal
empire he’d planted—in both Cyrilia and Bregon—ran deep. King Darias of Bregon had
appointed Ramson under a secret task force to dig out the remnants of Kerlan’s criminal
network.A fortnight’s search had led Ramson here, to the northernmost tip of Bregon, where it
was rumored the remnants of Kerlan’s forces were gathered at a headquarters referred to as
“the Nest.” According to King Darias’s sources, the Nest and the last of Kerlan’s forces could
hold the keys to knowledge about the deadly weapons with the power to steal Affinities:
siphons.A single candle burned on the table before the scholar. Up close, he looked nothing
like the Royal Scholar who had worked with Alaric Kerlan to develop siphons—the one that
Ramson had once glimpsed aboard the ship where Kerlan had conducted his experiments.
Where Ramson had seen, with his own eyes, a former colleague named Bogdan wield the
powers of a siphon and the Affinities it had stolen.Ramson took in the sharp edges of his
quarry’s face: sunken cheeks, hollowed eyes, ash-gray beard falling out in tufts. Instead of the
turquoise-collared white robes he’d once worn as a symbol of knowledge and power, he had
on a commoner’s tunic and pants. He looked like a portrait left exposed too long in the sun,
fading fast.Yet the sight sent a thrill shooting through Ramson’s veins. Here was the man who
might hold the keys to all the information they needed about the siphons—where they were,
how to destroy them, and, most importantly, how to reverse their effects.Scholar Ardonn gave a
long, low chuckle. “So you’re the bastard son.”The words would once have twisted in him like a
knife, opening a wound that had never fully healed. But now, Ramson found only a passing
sadness, the stir of his father’s memory.He tilted his head. “I am. But I’m a different breed of
bastard from you, Ardonn.”The skeletal man turned his bulging eyes to Ramson. “So, which of
my dearest former associates blabbed? Was it one of the Cyrilians?”“They were all quite eager
to sing once I applied some tried-and-true methods of persuasion.”Ardonn chuckled. “Seems



you’ve quite a bit of Alaric Kerlan left in you, eh, Quicktongue?”Ramson’s grasp tightened on
his misericord. “It appears so. King Darias has issued a royal decree to have you escorted back
to the Blue Fort for trial.”The scholar rasped a laugh. “Trial,” he repeated. He drew the candle
closer to him, fiddling with the handle of the holder as he huddled over its warmth. “I have no
intention of going back to the Blue Fort for trial, boy.”“I quite agree. You’ll see I’ve left my men
outside to wait. If we can settle matters here just between the two of us, I’ve no intention of
taking you into captivity.” It was far from the truth, but Ramson had never been one to feel guilt
over his lies, so long as he got what he wanted.And what he wanted was, in reality, quite
different from what King Darias had wanted when he’d sent Ramson out here with a full squad
of Bregonian naval officers.He shoved aside those thoughts. His mind focused, sharp as the tip
of the misericord he pointed at the scholar’s throat. “Where is she?”Scholar Ardonn blinked. “I
haven’t the faintest idea who you’re talking about.”“Then let me make it clear to you,” Ramson
replied, applying pressure on his weapon. The scholar winced, the candlelight in the room
flickering as he tensed. The flame had eaten halfway through the wax. “Sorsha Farrald, former
Lieutenant of the Royal Guard and Kerlan’s ally. My darling half sister, who took both the
siphons and disappeared during the Battle of Godhallem. Where is she?”Scholar Ardonn
shook his head. “I don’t know. I haven’t seen her since the evening before the Battle of
Godhallem. I’d heard rumors she was dead.”Ramson narrowed his eyes. His sister danced with
madness, but she was also one of the strongest and most ruthless warriors he’d encountered.
It wasn’t fathomable to him that she’d simply…died after that night. No, his gut instinct—a cruel
sort of brother-sister bond—told him she was still out there, unrelentingly clawing toward her
goal. Ruin, revenge, and a complete upset of power over the men who had made her this
way.Scholar Ardonn chortled, which turned into another fit of coughs. “I know why you’re really
here,” he said softly, his words burrowing into Ramson’s mind. “I was there when Kerlan spoke
to you that night on the boat; I’ve heard rumors of what happened during the Battle of
Godhallem.” His grin turned sharp. “You want to know what’ll happen to Cyrilia’s blood
princess.”And, just like that, no matter how long he’d steeled himself, Ramson’s thoughts
scattered. Against every ounce of his will, a face flashed in his mind: fawn skin and dark hair,
sharp cheekbones and chin, and most of all, eyes that pierced like they could see straight
through every single one of his façades.His knuckles whitened against the hilt of his
weapon.“All right, then. Let’s cut to the chase.” His voice scraped, and something stretched taut
inside him. He felt as though he were the one with a blade pressed against his throat. This
scholar was his last hope; it was his last bid to find out what happened to someone whose
Affinity had been siphoned. “I want to know everything about the siphons. How to destroy them.
How to restore the stolen Affinities to their original owners. And…what happens to those whose
powers were stolen.”“Why should I tell you anything?”Ramson tipped his head. “I’m a man who
speaks the language of bargains. Scratch my back, and I’ll scratch yours. I can’t promise the
Blue Fort will be as accommodating.”It wasn’t the truth, yet it wasn’t exactly a lie, either. It was
a hedge—a promise that if Ardonn wasn’t willing to take the bargain the Blue Fort offered him,
then Ramson was an alternate choice.A better choice.He couldn’t help it; as much as he owed
King Darias for his current circumstances and the Bregonian Navy squad assigned to him,
Ramson had been brought up a con man, a mastermind of his own plans. He was used to
working alone, against authority. His Navy squad tolerated no talk of treason or disloyalty, yet in
Ramson’s opinion, words were just words; what did they matter as long as he got a confession
or bargain out of their mark?Scholar Ardonn grinned, showing a mouth of missing teeth. “What
makes you think I have anything left to bargain for?”It was the first time in their conversation
that his words gave Ramson pause.“You think Kerlan left without ensuring that none of us



would survive to expose his secrets?” Ardonn continued. He raised a hand. In the lowlight, it
was no more than skin on bones. “Ever heard of the poison ricyn?”Ramson lowered his
misericord. “He poisoned you.” The realization came too late.Of course Kerlan would have
devised a cruel way to protect his secrets. Before he’d fled Cyrilia, he’d murdered every one of
his former subordinates in Novo Mynsk, with the help of Bogdan’s now-widow, a poison Affinite
named Olyusha. It was Olyusha who had alerted Ramson to Kerlan’s trafficking scheme in a
desperate search for her kidnapped husband.He could almost hear her throaty chuckle in the
room now. You’ve gotten rusty, Quicktongue.“Ricyn,” the scholar repeated, “is a unique type of
poison found only in a rare type of Cyrilian flower. The antidote comes from the roots. Kerlan
fed the poison to us every day while we were employed under his service. He would give us a
large enough dosage of the antidote so that we were safe. And now that he’s dead, he’s carved
out the same fate for us.” Ardonn tilted his head to Ramson, skin stretching across hollow
cheeks as he smiled. “Sounds like our master, doesn’t it?”Ramson lunged forward to seize the
scholar’s shirt. The man inhaled sharply, but his gaze was steady. The candle in his hands
quivered, wax splashing over Ramson’s hands in bright bursts of searing pain. “Then you’ll tell
me everything I need to know, right now, or you’ll wish the poison was what took you.”Scholar
Ardonn barked a laugh. It cut off quickly as Ramson shook him hard enough to break
bones.“How can the siphons be destroyed? How can we return the Affinities stored within to
the original owner?” He paused, and pushed the last question from his lips. “And what happens
to those whose Affinities were siphoned?”Scholar Ardonn’s shoulders were shaking, and
Ramson realized the man was giggling. “I have a fortnight to live, if I’m lucky, and I have no
plans to die the slow, painful death that ricyn promises.” He waved the candle, dripping wax on
the carpets. “Look around you, Quicktongue. You see that dust on the carpets? Smell
something strange about them?”Ramson froze. He could smell it now—something metallic
mixed in the fusty, wet-wood scent of the mansion. He recognized the aroma now, too late: a
highly flammable powder developed by the Bregonian Navy, used in the explosives that their
rigs fired. It was one of the reasons the Bregonian Navy was the preeminent navy in the
world.One spark, and the entire mansion would go up in flames.“That’s right,” Ardonn chortled.
“Red powder.”And then, with a maniacal smile, he turned and flung his candle to the floor.Time
seemed to slow. The candle arced through the air out of Ramson’s reach, flame flickering, hot
wax dripping in a smooth curve.Ramson turned and leapt for the scholar.He reached Ardonn
just in time. He heard the muffled thump of the candle landing, the fizz of flame as it came into
contact with the explosive powder that coated the carpet.Ramson pressed the scholar between
him and the wall and arced his back.The mansion lit up in a blinding, searing maelstrom of
whites and reds and oranges. The explosion hit Ramson so hard that black spots smothered
his vision. From a distance, he heard shouts, the bark of a dog. Smoke—there was smoke,
acrid and bitter and asphyxiating, choking his throat and coating his tongue with bile.Ramson
fought against the darkness closing in on him. He pushed off from the wall, gritting his teeth
against a scream as the flesh on his back seemed to split.Ardonn was wedged between him
and the wall; besides a bloodied nose and spectacles knocked askance, he was unharmed.
The man’s confusion turned to fear as Ramson seized the front of his shirt, ignoring the pain in
his arms, and drew the scholar so close that he could feel his stale breath on his cheeks.“You
forget,” Ramson gritted, spitting each word, “that I, too, am a man with nothing to lose. And I’ll
do anything it takes to get what I want.” He lifted an arm, the sleeves of his new Navy doublet
seared into his flesh, his skin a raw, red, glistening mass. Behind him, flames continued to lick
at the walls and the floor; a part of the ceiling had collapsed, and he could hear shouts as his
men continued to try to break through. It would only be a matter of time.The smugness in



Ardonn’s expression turned to fear.“If I’m willing to do this to myself,” Ramson panted, holding
his burnt arm so that the scholar could see every bloody inch of it, “what do you think I won’t do
to you?”A series of loud thumps from behind them, the cracks of wood splintering and orders
barked.“Even if you save me,” the scholar rasped, flames flickering in those hollow eyes, “the
poison will kill me. There’s nothing you can do.”The smoke was overwhelming now, the world
growing fuzzy. But Ramson held himself between the scholar and the roaring fire, even as heat
seared streaks of white, burning pain down his back.There was a loud smash, and he heard
the shouts of his men as they finally broke through the debris barrier. There was the hiss of
liquid dousing flames as one of their water magen went to work.“Over here!” someone
bellowed. Ramson recognized that voice—First Officer Narron, Ramson’s deputy.Ramson
shrugged off his squad’s hands as they swarmed around him. “Take the scholar,” he gasped,
his voice like sandpaper against stone. “If anyone touches a hair on his head, I’ll skin them
myself.”They stepped out into bright daylight. The midday sun hung halfway across the sky,
reflecting from the cobalt ocean like shards of glass.Ramson inhaled lungfuls of fresh, salt-
sprayed air. The healer of their squad was already rushing over; Ramson held up a hand,
wincing as his burns screamed. He hobbled to Ardonn and knelt on the sand next to
him.Leaning very close to the scholar, Ramson said: “Here’s my offer. Your life, for the
information I want.”Ardonn’s face was streaked with soot, his cheeks sweaty and hollowed. Yet
his eyes were cunning as they turned to Ramson. “The information you want, or the information
the Blue Fort wants?” he wheezed.The crash of waves rolled over his words so that none other
than Ramson could hear them. Something tightened painfully inside him, as though the scholar
had slit open his chest and seen through to the deepest parts of his raw, beating heart.He and
the Blue Fort were aligned in their goals, if not by their motivations. Together, with the team of
scholars King Darias had assembled at the Blue Fort, they would wring all the information
there was to know about siphons from Ardonn.Ramson straightened, his lips curling. “You’ll be
singing soon enough at the Blue Fort,” he said.The scholar’s laugh was soft, his words barely
audible. “The poison’ll kill me in a little over a fortnight, anyway,” he said. “What makes you think
I have anything left to sing for?”“You worked for my father,” Ramson replied tonelessly. “You
know his methods of interrogation. I can promise you that I am, in some ways, my father’s
son.”A flint of recognition in the old scholar’s eyes, and then Ardonn gave a long sigh, his
breath whistling faintly. “I could tell you, boy,” the scholar said, “but you won’t like it. In fact,
there’s a lot you won’t like about what I could tell you.”“Speak clearly. If there’s one thing I hate,
it’s a man who equivocates.”“You think destroying the siphons will put an end to all this? Think
again.” The scholar’s eyes were dark, and Ramson wondered what secrets this man hid. “What
you’re seeing now—the siphons, the sickness that they spread in Affinites and non-Affinites
alike…it all started a long time ago, when we began using blackstone against them. You see,
this didn’t start with the newest Empress of Cyrilia, or even with Alaric Kerlan.” There was a
raw, hollow tone to the scholar’s words. “These weapons of magek—they’re about something
bigger than you, or I, or emperors or empresses. They’re a test on humanity. On our nature, on
how far we’re willing to go to gain power. On the bounds of our cruelty, and the depths of our
selfishness. I’m a man of the gods as much as I am a man of science, Ramson Quicktongue,
and I believe these remnants of magek were left to us to see what choices we would make.
Whether we would come together in harmony…or whether we would tear one another apart in
our quest for power.”The man was spiraling into madness. Ramson turned away and gestured
to the healer on his squad. “Iversha,” he said briskly. “Tend to the prisoner with the utmost
care.”“But, Captain,” she protested, her gaze roving over the burns on his back, the strips of his
doublet that were peeling and bloodied from his skin.“That’s an order,” Ramson said. The



healer saluted and, without another word, rushed over to where Ardonn lay on the
sand.Ramson turned to the rest of his squad. A decision he had been mulling over hardened in
his chest, with more certainty than ever. They were at the northernmost tip of Bregon; the Blue
Fort was a half day’s journey away by boat.Half a day seemed like a long stretch when time
was in short supply.Ramson looked out to the ocean, to where the sky met the sea. To the
Navy squad that King Darias Rennaron had entrusted to his command. He had the urge to
drop everything and sail away to Cyrilia right now.The last time he’d seen Ana had been a little
over a fortnight ago, when she’d left for the great Northern Empire again. He remembered the
wan complexion to her skin, the dark circles beneath her eyes and the slight hollowing to her
cheeks.King Darias and the Three Courts were intent on finding out more about the siphons to
understand how Morganya might use them to become invincible and to destroy the balance of
their world.And as always, Ramson’s reasons were far from noble. Selfish, just as he’d always
been.Ramson wanted to know what happened to the Affinites whose powers were
siphoned.He wanted to find out what would happen to Ana.He closed his eyes briefly, listening
to the crash of waves over the shore. King Darias had committed the full resources of the Blue
Fort and its renowned scholars to researching the siphons. Leaving now would mean
abandoning all of that; leaving now meant destroying everything Ramson had begun to build up
for himself here in Bregon and betraying the trust he’d brokered with his king.A soft wind
brushed his face with the briny scent of the sea, bringing back echoes of a yesterday long past,
the words of an old friend who had told him to live for himself.Your heart is your
compass.Ramson wasn’t sure he fully understood what that meant anymore. His heart pointed
in a completely different direction than his mind, than what made sense.“Officer Narron,” he
said, and the young officer stepped forward with a salute. “Search the rest of the mansion. I
want all books and papers and parchments that survived the fire to be loaded onto our
ship.”“Yes, sir.”“We set sail for the Blue Fort within the hour.”It was only when his Navy squad
turned and headed for the scarred, smoking remains of the Nest that Ramson loosed a breath.
The pain pulsing in his back and his arms crested suddenly, and it was all that he could do to
limp over to where Healer Iversha was tending to Ardonn.The scholar was staring at Ramson,
his lips opening and closing. As Ramson drew closer, he caught what Ardonn was trying to
say.“…wanted to know…about the blood princess.”The world tipped. Ramson knelt on the
sand, ignoring Iversha’s protests as he seized a fistful of Ardonn’s shirt. “What is it?” His voice
was a rasp. “What do you know about her?”Scholar Ardonn’s face was ashen; a sheen of sweat
covered his forehead. His eyes fluttered as he began to slip into a drug-induced slumber. But
Ramson heard the last words he uttered, like the sigh of wind combing through waves.“I’m
afraid…it won’t be a happy ending…for your blood princess.”The Jade TrailThe fog was thick,
but Linn had dreamt of a night like this for years.She sat on deck, listening to the sound of
silence as their ship sluiced through the midnight waters. Each slosh of a wave against the hull,
each whoompf of the sails against a cool breeze, felt like a small sign of magic.For tonight,
Linn was on her way home.She’d left here eight years ago, alone and afraid yet determined, in
pursuit of a brother stolen by Cyrilian traffickers. She’d endured horrors many would never see
during their entire lives, and she’d survived the brutality of a broken system.Now, she returned
as Ambassador of Cyrilia to the Kemeiran Empire to recruit forces in the Aseatic Isles on
behalf of the Red Tigress, Anastacya Mikhailov. Preparing for a war that would end the system
she’d been subjugated to.For as much as this was Ana’s war, this was also Linn’s fight.King
Darias had commissioned this brig for her, replacing the Bregonian navy-blue sails, painting
over the symbols of stallions, eagles, and fish, and hand-picking a crew for it from the Blue
Fort. Now, the colors they flew were gray, the shades of clouds and wind and everything in



between, punctured by the sigil of a Bregonian seadragon entwined with a red roaring tiger. It
was a sigil significantly different from that of the Cyrilian Empire—with which the Kemeiran
Empire was formally in a state of war—and yet it was one honest and true to Linn’s cause: to
make peace between Cyrilia and her homeland, and to convince the Kemeiran government to
support the Red Tigress in her fight against the current monarch.From far off, the ship was no
more than a slip of a shadow in this weather. A phantom, just the way she liked it.Her favorite
gift, though, was the translucent fabric that she kept draped over her shoulders. It stretched
down to her hands, roped gently around her wrists.Her chi, which meant wing in the Kemeiran
tongue, was something she kept on her at all times. She slept with it, and during the days at
sea, she’d leap off the crow’s nest and fly, soaring over clouds and dipping over the waves to
the song of ghostwhales. Her arm, which Alaric Kerlan had shattered during the Battle of
Godhallem, was healing nicely; with every passing day, she found that she could move it a little
more, use it to adjust her balance a little better. With a cast for support, she was able to fly for
longer and longer periods of time, working the muscles that had atrophied during her injury.It
had been over a fortnight since she’d set out for Kemeira, and they were close. Linn closed her
eyes against the cool ocean air, the evening breeze wrapping around her. She could practically
smell it, the subtle shifts in the air currents, the crisp, wintry coolness different from both Cyrilia
and Bregon, stirring memories buried deep in her heart. She’d watched silently earlier as the
sun set across the seam between sky and sea, glowing deep orange like the tangerines of her
childhood that had burst sweet and tangy over her tongue. A knot had formed in her throat, and
she found that even if she’d wanted to speak, she had no words to describe this feeling.The
feeling of coming home.The fog continued to roll across the waves, silent and gray, stretching
infinitely in all directions until it was swallowed by night.Linn frowned, leaning on the railing. The
weather had taken a turn for the worse in the past hour; visibility was now so poor, she could
barely make out the end of her ship. Not to mention, there was something different about this
fog. It felt too thick, too heavy.“I thought I would find you here.”Linn turned. She could just make
out a silhouette between the ghostly tendrils of mist—the steady slope of his shoulders, the
cords of muscles.Kaïs came to stand by her side, his footsteps light as a cat’s despite his
heavy build. He’d ditched Cyrilian and Bregonian armor for a simple black tunic and dark cloak,
drifting lightly over him as he shifted. It suited him.“We are close,” Linn said. “The captain said
we would alight at midnight.”He was silent for a few moments, their breaths mingling
comfortably in the cold ocean air. “Do you feel nostalgic?”There was a wistfulness to the deep,
steady bass of his voice. Like her, Kaïs had been stolen from his mother and brought over the
border to Cyrilia at a young age, where he was enlisted in the Imperial Patrols due to his
special ability to sense and control other Affinites. His kind was called yaegers, or hunters in
Old Cyrilic, used to keep regular Affinites under the Empire’s control.Kerlan had kidnapped
Kaïs’s mother and used that as a threat to control him during the Battle of Godhallem. Yet
Kaïs’s last-minute change of heart had helped Ana and Linn win the battle—but potentially cost
him the opportunity to ever see his mother again.If I return now, Morganya will know what I did,
the traitor that I am, he’d told Linn. The only way to protect my mother is for them to believe that
I am dead.I must become a ghost.Standing before her, weaving in and out of sight between the
ever-shifting clouds, he seemed to have become that. His eyes were silvered by the moonlight,
and in them, Linn thought she could see land and sea, mirrored yet never meeting.Over the
course of the fortnight, she’d mulled over their plan in Kemeira. The ache of wanting to return
to her village and see her mother was almost physical—yet her home village lay in the opposite
direction of their destination, Bei’kin. There, the Emperor of Kemeira resided in his Imperial
Palace built atop the highest fortified mountain of the city. And in the city center was the



revered Temple of the Skies, housing the greatest Temple Masters in all of Kemeira.If the
Emperor was the head of Kemeira, then the Temple Masters were its heart, serving as
invaluable counselors to the Emperor and implementing governing policies through the
network of Temple Masters that stretched across all provinces and regions like the veins of the
country.It was the approval of those two governing bodies Linn sought. It was they who could
launch Kemeira’s forces, the deadliest and most well-trained wielders—the Kemeiran term for
Affinites—in the world.No matter what, she knew what her Wind Masters would have told
her.“Duty first,” she said. “We must make for the Northern Capital, Bei’kin, to appeal for the
Emperor’s and the Temple Masters’ help. After that…”She’d given a lot of thought to the
seemingly impossible task before her. The Kemeiran Empire had been in a state of war with
Cyrilia for longer than she’d been alive, over their disagreements on how Affinites were treated
in the Cyrilian Empire as well as the clandestine trafficking of Kemeiran wielders to the Great
Northern Empire, which Cyrilia had admitted no involvement in yet had taken no measures to
prevent.Would the Kemeiran government take the chance to stand behind a different empress?
One who would abolish the current regime and make good of her empire? Or would they watch
their longtime enemy, the other great empire in this world, burn?Linn’s trail of thought broke as
something stirred in the winds that she always kept with her in the back of her mind.She looked
out sharply. The waters were empty, darkness looming in the silver mist. Why did she have a
sense of foreboding, that something was waiting for them out there beyond the fog?That was
when a shout rang out from the crow’s nest.“Flare!”The footsteps aboard the deck stopped as
all her crew members craned their necks to the skies, searching. Linn squinted, and there,
between the swirls of fog and shadows of night, was the faintest glow. It was a warm color, like
orange, or…Every nerve in Linn’s body stretched taut. It couldn’t be. By her side, she sensed
Kaïs’s outline tense. “Color?” she demanded of her barrelman.“Red!”Alarm bells pealed in her
head. Red, the distress signal. Linn had learned enough to understand that the red flare signal
opened your waters to foreign ships for assistance. It was the most desperate of signals.What
could have caused a ship to send this type of a signal?“What colors does the vessel fly?” she
called.“I can’t see!”Of course. The fog.Linn gathered her Affinity, roping it over the still air
weaving between the fog. She pushed, and a gust of wind cleaved apart the mist. For a
moment, the silhouette of a ship, lit up in an eerie crimson glow, loomed out of the fog. And
then the flare faded, the fog rolled back in, and the darkness swallowed whatever had been out
there.But Linn had seen all she needed. The webbed sails fanning behind, in perfect imitation
of the wings of a dragon. There was only one kingdom that flew those sails.“Kemeiran!” came
the cry. “A Kemeiran ship, Ambassador!”Unease tightened her chest. Why had a ship from her
homeland come out in the dead of the night, to send out a red flare?Strong, warm hands
gripped her shoulders. She blinked, and Kaïs was in front of her, his eyes steady as they held
hers. “Linn—”Footsteps sounded, approaching. Kaïs pulled back, stepping neatly around her
so that he stood by her side to face the newcomer.“Ambassador.” The slender, straight
silhouette of her captain cut through the swirls of fog. The pommel of his sword glimmered at
his side, light lancing off from the lamp in his hand. “Distress signal identified. Your orders,
please.”The lamplight cocooned the three of them in a small circle. “Head in the direction of the
flare,” Linn replied.The captain hesitated. “With all due respect, Ambassador, I would advise
against. We have extremely low visibility and are inadequately stocked to handle a rescue
mission. Not to mention, our primary mission is to get you to Kemeira.”Linn hesitated. She had
no wish to endanger the lives of her crew. And yet…“Captain, we are the only ship within the
vicinity. If the ship is in trouble, should we not help?”“It would also be prudent to understand
why a distress signal was sent from a Kemeiran ship, especially as we are about to dock,” Kaïs



said. A rush of gratitude filled Linn at the sound of his voice, so steady and sure.The captain
nodded. “Very well. I will send a seadove back to Bregon to alert them of this.”“Thank you.” Linn
watched him turn back and disappear through the fog. She heard his orders as though from a
distance, heard the crew scrambling as they made preparations for rescue.A dark shape cut
through the mist to the sound of wingbeats. One of the messenger seadoves had been
dispatched to report this to Bregon.The ship plowed forward. The water sloshed. The fog
breathed.Suddenly, Kaïs tensed. “I sense something.”Linn opened her mouth, intending to ask
him what it was. But at that moment, the fog parted and gave way to clear air, and stole the
words from her.Linn looked out and saw a graveyard.The ocean before them was littered with
wreckages of ships, their broken hulls jutting out of the sea like rib cages, torn sails trailing the
black waters like hair. Linn had the impression that they were looking at rows upon rows of
tombstones.There was utter silence from onboard their ship as the crew processed this. Only,
far off, there came a strange, whistling sound, cutting through the wind, steadily growing
louder.A second shout rang out from their crow’s nest. A shout that made Linn’s blood
freeze.“CYRILIAN SHIP! TAKE COVER!”Linn had just turned to Kaïs when a bright light shot
across the waters before them.—Their ship exploded. The ocean was infinitely colder and
darker than Linn remembered. The impact drove nearly all the air from her lungs, sucking her
into an abyss black as night.Under here, there were no stars.Time seemed to slow. Linn
twisted, and in the depths, she found phantom flashes of sight: the night lighting up in sparks of
fire, the crack of wood splintering, the groans of their entire ship as it sank. The blur of sky and
flames and sea as she was flung into the night; the slap of her body against water.There was a
sharp, consuming pain in her left leg. Her lungs felt pinched; she needed to swim, to
breathe.Linn kicked, but with one arm still recovering from her injury, her balance was off; she
veered wildly in one direction, then another, unable to gain control.Linn struck out again, pulling
herself forward with broad strokes of her good arm as the Water Masters had taught her as a
child. Move with the current.But this was the open sea, and the currents tossed and turned
around her in all different directions, battering her like a leaf in a gale. She had no idea which
way was up and which way was down, and there wasn’t the slightest sliver of light here to
guide her.Linn called to her Affinity, searching, searching for her winds. Yet here, buried deep
beneath the waves, she was a whole world away from them. Suffocating slowly.No, Linn
thought, still grasping for a hint of her winds. She had not endured so much and survived for so
long just to drown at the shores of her homeland, on the precipice of a war she still needed to
fight.Her world was growing fuzzy, her tether to her Affinity slipping from her mind. There was
pressure around her chest, as though something had cinched around it. She was feeling
lighter. Her world seemed to grow bright—and then it burned, flaring shades of ugly orange
and searing reds.The world tumbled back in all its messy, swirling colors, the sharp rocking of
waves and screams of dying men.“Breathe,” commanded a deep voice by her ear, and Linn
suddenly found that she was vomiting water, then gasping in breaths, gulping down lungfuls
upon lungfuls of cold, acrid air, choked with smoke.She knew that voice. Shaking, she turned to
its owner, his silver gaze reflecting the flames of their sinking ship.“I’m going to swim,” Kaïs
said. “Can you hold on to me?”She clung to his shoulders. The water was like ice, the cold
squeezing Linn’s muscles with every passing second until she was numb. Behind her was the
fading orange glow of their ship, its light dimming until it flickered out. Then it was just her and
Kaïs, making their way forward in the dark. She was pressed against him, their hearts beating
the same prayer, the rhythm of their breaths blending into the sound of the sea.She could
sense the fatigue in each stroke of his powerful arms, in the way the ocean easily knocked
them back and forth.Something loomed out of the sky before them. Beneath the ghostly light



that seeped through the clouds overhead, the shape of a ship emerged.Linn thought she would
weep from relief. “Kaïs,” she croaked. “A ship.”“Something’s wrong.” He spoke softly, as though
not wanting to be heard.In that moment, the moon slid out from behind the clouds. Its light
swept over the pale blue of the sails, the sigil of a roaring white tiger fanning out from multiple
ships anchored silently in the bay.Cyrilian ships. Not just one—but an entire fleet.For a few
moments, Linn forgot to breathe. She sensed Kaïs’s shoulders tense beneath her palms, heard
his intake of breath. The barrelman aboard their ship had called out to them with this
information the second before they were attacked.What were Cyrilian ships doing here?Her
mind was numb; it latched on to hope. That Ana had arrived in Cyrilia and sent reinforcements
to Kemeira.But—no, that wasn’t possible. The timing was off. Ana would have barely reached
Cyrilia by now.Linn was so distressed that she didn’t notice the shoreline until Kaïs grunted and
stumbled. They fell, splashing between the waves and cold sands, shivering to their
cores.“Why?” Her teeth chattered. “Why are there Cyrilian ships in Kemeira?”Kaïs knelt next to
her. He had shed his cloak, revealing his tight-fitting black tunic and leather boots. His hair was
plastered across his cheeks and curled at the nape of his neck, dripping ocean water. “Linn.
You’re injured.”She looked down at her leg and finally found the source of the throbbing pain.
The flesh on her left calf had been split open; she thought she saw the pale gleam of bone
amid muscle and sinew. Blood already darkened the sand where they sat.She heard rustling,
the clinking of jars, and realized Kaïs had somehow salvaged his survival pack and was
looking through it. “I’m going to sew it shut,” he said. “Drink this. It’s a sedative.”She took the vial
he handed her. The liquid was bitter—an alchemical concoction for injured soldiers. It burned
all the way down to her stomach.Within moments, warmth tingled through her limbs, and the
pain began to ease. The world began to slip from her, her thoughts running groggy.How had it
gone so wrong? One moment they’d been on their ship; there’d been a bright light, and the
next thing she knew, she was on the shores of a kingdom she’d left eight years ago, bleeding
out from an injury. Her ship, her crew, everything she had for her mission had been
destroyed.And an enemy navy pressed at the doorstep of her homeland.Sluggishly, she
watched Kaïs rattle a globefire; heard the sharp crack of glass, saw him hold a needle to the
flame. His hands were astonishingly gentle as he knelt at her leg and began to sew, the needle
points eliciting no more than strange pricks and tugs against her skin as thread slid through
flesh. The waves swirled, the roar turning dull in her ears.Kaïs took off his cotton shift and tore
it into long, thin shreds. With militaristic precision and efficiency, he began to wrap the
makeshift bandage over her wound. When he was done, he slipped on his tunic again. Then he
wrapped his arms beneath her shoulders and knees, pulling her close to him, and stood.She
let her head lean against Kaïs’s shoulder, keeping silent as he walked. Wet sand turned into
mud and rock; salt spray and ocean air gave way to the musty smell of leaves and the crackle
of brush. Moonlight filtered through the trees, their branches so gnarled and different from the
straight, sleek conifers of Cyrilia.At last, Kaïs stopped beneath an outcrop of rock that
stretched over their heads, in some semblance of shelter. Gently, he deposited Linn on the
moss.“Give me your chi,” he said, and she unstrapped it from her wrists. He walked a few steps
away and wrung it out. It was still damp when he returned it to her, but she immediately
fastened it back onto her wrists.Kaïs disappeared again, and she heard rustling as he shucked
off the rest of his clothes, water splattering the leaves as he wrung them out. Dully, she
surveyed her surroundings: the uneven edges of rock overhead, barely peeking out over vines
and ferns; the smooth lichen beneath her feet; the occasional chirps of birds and bugs echoing
in the forest. The air slowly warmed her skin, gentle and humid in a way that it had never been
in Cyrilia. Back there, the wind had cracked, sharp and dry and cold.Bushes rattled; Kaïs



appeared by the mouth of their cave. He prowled over and sat down across from her. Without
further word, he took her injured arm and began to unravel the sodden, torn bandages of her
cast, replacing them with fresh ones. The air swirled with unsaid thoughts and unspoken
questions.Linn broke the silence first. “Were we attacked?”“Yes. Likely by Cyrilian Affinites,
judging from the fire damage.”“The rest of the crew,” she whispered.He shook his head. “I don’t
know what happened to them. I only sensed you calling on your Affinity and found you.”Even
now, his voice was steady, calm, the anchor to her turbulent world.Linn shut her eyes briefly.
Pale blue flags, flying insignias of a Cyrilian Deities’ Circle with a crown in the center. “Those
ships bore imperial Cyrilian flags.”“Yes.” Kaïs kept his voice level, but she heard the tightness to
it. “It appears Morganya’s forces are here.”Why? It was the question that had haunted her since
the very moment they’d seen those ships. What could have drawn Morganya to Kemeira, an
ocean away from the Cyrilian Empire?The answers lay with those ships docked out in the
darkness.But not tonight.Her head spun; she felt light from blood loss. Linn wrapped her arms
around herself and drew several deep breaths. “We rest,” she said, sounding more certain than
she felt by far. “We eat, regain our strength. And in the morning…”Her gaze caught on her leg.
It lay stretched out in front of her, wrapped in bandages soaked red. There was the faint tingle
of pain, countered by the woozy fog of the sedative he’d given her.“In the morning, we go and
gather information on those ships,” Kaïs finished matter-of-factly, as though the deep gash in
her leg did not exist. As though he hadn’t had to save her and carry her from the ocean to here.
He stretched out next to her. “Stay close to me. It’s the best way to preserve the heat in our
bodies.”Linn curled up in the crook between his elbows and his torso. His chest was warm and
solid, and the steady beat of his heart calmed her. She felt him smooth out her chi, draping it
over her shoulders like a blanket.Beneath it, though, Linn was wound tight as a spring. In one
night, her plans had been blown to pieces. Kemeira, once a safe haven in her mind, had been
swept into the bloodshed and violence that Morganya had inflicted upon Cyrilia, and then
Bregon. And if Morganya’s ships had reached even the Kemeiran Empire’s shores, then Bei’kin
and the Temple of the Skies might not be safe from her clutches.Linn’s hands fisted. She had
endured too much, come too far, to back down.This was her war.This was her home.And she
would not let Morganya win.Ana woke to a gentle, lulling rhythm, the squeak of wagon wheels,
and the muffled thud of hooves against snow.She inhaled sharply, eyes snapping open. It took
a moment for her to orient herself. The last she’d known was the searing cold of icy waters,
blinding darkness, vicious currents buffeting her this way and that until there was no up or
down, no sense of where the water ended and the sky began.The floorboards beneath her
rocked—that was not her imagination—and all around her there was the creak of wood and
nails. She was in a carriage, moonlight pouring red through the bars of a window across. It was
still night, yet the moon had sunk low over the other end of the sky; she must have been
unconscious for hours after her ship was hit.Her ship.Ana tried to sit up from the pallet, only to
find that her hands and feet were in chains. She lifted a wrist, examining the dull luster of her
binds, as though light itself did not reflect from them. She knew the material: blackstone, a
substance that inhibited Affinite powers. The sight of it drew bile to her throat, and she
remembered all too well the feeling of nausea that came with it, the draining of her Affinity as
though she’d lost one of her senses.Yet now, she felt nothing from the chains save an
unpleasant chafing and a coldness where they touched her skin.There was movement in the
corner. Ana looked up sharply as a figure peeled from the shadows.Relief filled her as the man
stepped into the light of the Blood Moon beneath the window. “Kapitan?” Her voice was a
hoarse whisper. “Kapitan Markov?”It was him, in the flesh, dressed in an immaculate suit of
gray armor, his hair flecked with grays like salt and pepper: the old guard who had watched her



grow up, who had told her stories to tide her through the worst of her nightmares back at the
Salskoff Palace, who had stayed by her side all along. She recalled each weathered line of his
face as one would the contours of a map, and she noticed with tenderness that there were new
creases to his forehead, his cheeks, around his mouth.Yet his eyes…the warmth in them was
gone, like a fire put out in an empty hearth.“Kapitan.” She was beginning to shiver. She was still
wet, the chill of the ocean water seeping into her bones. “What’s going on? Where am
I?”Kapitan Markov only continued to watch her with that haunting gaze. She noticed he wasn’t
chained, and his sword was strapped to his hip. One gloved hand rested against its
hilt.“Kapitan.” Her relief had dried into cold fear. “Unlock me from these chains at once. This is
an order.”Yet a creeping realization was beginning to twine its grasp around her as she looked
into the face of her guard and one of her most trusted confidants. It was as though someone
else wore his skin, so vastly different was his expression, the way he looked back at her
without seeing her.She’d encountered this once before in her life. She’d seen this type of
hollow gaze in the eyes of her brother, Luka, during the last days he’d spent under the mind
control of Morganya, forced to take a poison that slowly killed him and left the throne to their
aunt. In the face of her father, who’d suffered the same fate unbeknownst to the world.Ana
pressed herself against the wall of the wagon, chains clinking as she folded her hands together
to stop their trembling. Outlined against the window, the body that belonged to Kapitan Markov
stood stone-still and silent, watching her.The light outside was beginning to flicker: yellows and
oranges mingling with the eerie red glow of the Blood Moon. It was torchlight, Ana
realized.Beyond the darkness of a Cyrilian winter night, there came the gleam of distant fire. As
they drew closer, the outline of a town unfolded: the uniform rise and fall of roofs, the spires
and steeples of a cathedral. The firelight grew brighter as their carriage pulled up to a
cobblestone road.A crowd was gathered at the town square around a stage. Ana caught sight
of the gray-hued gleam of armor and the colorless cloaks of Imperial Patrols lined up beneath
a wooden scaffold. Onstage, a figure paced back and forth.Even from here, Ana recognized
her aunt’s poise and elegance. The Empress Morganya was dressed in a resplendent gown of
silver that reflected crimson in the night, her gestures sweeping and grand. She held an
otherworldly aura, as though she were a Deity reincarnate. As she spoke, her words
indiscernible from this distance, the crowd shifted like a puppet beneath her strings.A sickening
feeling gripped Ana’s stomach as she watched her aunt, the Empress she was meant to
dethrone. Ana had only been gone from Cyrilia for a little over a moon, and the last she’d seen
of it was her empire burning under a mad empress’s reign.Yet…as they drew nearer, the scene
shifted, the sounds of the crowd drifting to Ana through the barred window. What she had taken
to be cheers began to change to jeers and boos. Among the torches raised, she could make
out banners and posters lifted, pointed aggressively at the stage.Banners and flags…with the
sigil of a red tigress on them.Ana drew herself up, lunging against her chains to gain a closer
look. Before she could, the wagon came to a sudden halt, throwing her to the floor. Pain seared
in her arm as her bindings stretched taut, chains clinking. In the corner, Kapitan Markov
continued to stare at her with unseeing eyes.The doors to her wagon were flung open. “Well
done, Kapitan,” came a familiar voice that slithered serpentine. “We couldn’t have done this
without you.”A voice that plunged Ana into an old nightmare.She lifted her gaze.Vladimir
Sadov, the Imperial Consultant, brought his steepled pale fingers to his curled lips. “Little
Tigress,” he said softly. “Or, should I say, Red Tigress now?” Her title was a mockery in his
mouth. “How long I have waited to see you.”She could sense his Affinity to fear settling over her
like a thin veil, quickening her heartbeat and moistening her palms. A part of her reaction,
though, was genuine. She’d spent years of her childhood in the dungeons of the Salskoff



Palace, strapped to a table at this man’s fingertips, being pried and prodded at as he toyed with
her Affinity, pretending he was trying to find a nonexistent cure. The familiar panic now crawled
up her throat; her heart thudded painfully in her chest; the wagon walls seemed to shrink.“You,”
Ana choked. She glanced behind her at Markov’s hollow expression, then back to Sadov. “What
have you done to him?”Sadov’s smile widened. “I see it’s all coming together for you,” he said,
a hint of glee to his words. “Did you really think the Empress wouldn’t find out about your
correspondences with dear old Kapitan Markov? She was, after all, your beloved mamika for all
those years. Always watching you, and those who cared to linger around you.”Bile rose to her
tongue.“All it took,” Sadov continued, “was some mind control, which our Kolst Imperatorya is
quite adept at.” He glanced at Markov, standing statuesque in the midst of their conversation,
gaze blank. “The poor old fool never knew it was coming. Turning your pawn into our pawn was
a brilliant move by our Kolst Imperatorya. We gained access to your communications. We
tracked your movements. We planned for this day.”Ana’s throat closed as she beheld the guard.
She wasn’t sure she could bear it if someone else she loved ended up hurt or dead because of
her.“Kapitan,” she whispered. “I’m so sorry.”Kapitan Markov continued to look ahead
serenely.“Enough of sentiment.” Sadov snapped his fingers, and an Imperial Patrol stepped in—
one who bore the new insignia of the Empress on his chest, a Deys’krug with a crown in the
center. He wore armor that was paler than the blackstone-infused mail of regular Patrols. He
was an Inquisitor—an Imperial Patrol with an Affinity—one of many whom Morganya had
begun recruiting after her ascension to the throne, to solidify her own power and grow her
army.The Inquisitor unhooked her chains from the wall of the wagon and grabbed one of her
arms. Kapitan Markov took her other one.The move itself wasn’t painful, but Ana’s chest ached
as Kapitan Markov began to haul her from the wagon. The Markov she’d known had been like
a father to her when her own had turned away. He’d been the one to carry her to bed on nights
when her Affinity spun out of control.Ana closed her eyes and thought of the gentleness of his
arms, the way they’d steadied her like a rock in a storm-tossed sea.Yet as she stepped out
from the wagon, a realization swept over her.She was on shore.She was home.The icy soil of
her empire cracked open her heart; the sharp winds breathed life into her, and she grounded
herself with one thought. There was nothing she wouldn’t do to save Cyrilia.She was escorted
inside a mansion, down a dark hallway, and thrust into a room. As Ana took in her
surroundings, it began to dawn on her that she was truly and firmly trapped. The room was
windowless and sealed. A single blackstone chair sat in the middle of the floor like a perverse
rendition of a throne. Ana had a fearful suspicion of what it was used for.The thought had
barely occurred to her when Kapitan Markov and the Inquisitor thrust her into the chair. They
tightened the chains around her chest and strapped her wrists to the armrests.“Dry her up,”
Sadov commanded when they finished. Carefully, he hung a snowglobe lantern to the
doorframe. Its light spilled into the jagged corners of the room. “We wouldn’t want our guest to
freeze to death just yet.”The Inquisitor nodded and raised his hands. She felt his water Affinity
begin to pull out the moisture from her clothes, the droplets coalescing in the air and flowing
toward him. Within seconds, her Bregonian cloak and tunic were dry, crusty with salt from the
ocean.Ana took these few moments to pull herself together. Escaping now was not a feasible
option, with blackstone chains binding her arms and legs. There was no way for her to send a
message to Daya and her troops—if, Ana thought with sickening dread, they had survived the
attack. The Bregonian Navy was the best in the world; Ana could only trust that Morganya’s
forces would be outmatched when it came to naval warfare.The one thing Ana could do right
now was to gather information. Negotiate her way out. If they’d wanted her dead, she wouldn’t
be here right now.At that moment, footsteps sounded outside, down the corridor. The doors to



Ana’s chambers opened; two rows of Imperial Patrols stood outside, their livery painting them
ghostly in the lowlight.Then, like the parting waves of an ocean, they stepped back.Morganya
stood in the doorway, looking even more ethereal than the last time they’d met in the seaside
trading town of Goldwater Port, before Ana had fled for the Kingdom of Bregon. Her skin was
the dusk-gold of statues and crowns, and embedded like gemstones were the pale green of
her eyes, the ruby-red slash of her mouth. Her hair had been sculpted into a glistening black
wreath beneath a jeweled crown of white diamonds, split in the middle by the sign of a
Deys’krug. Her imperial kechyan, too, spilled from her shoulders to the floor in pristine white,
silver filigree glittering as though the Deities themselves had draped it around her.There was
something different about her face, about her eyes, though. Once, Ana had looked into them
and seen kindness, gentleness, the love of an aunt. Those had been farcical. The ravaging
anger and ruinous wrath that had spilled through during the Coronation when Luka had
appointed Ana as his heir had been shocking, but truer to who Morganya might have
been.Those emotions, at least, had been human.Now, those eyes stared out, and in them was
something profoundly hollow, as though in place of her soul, there was nothing left.Morganya
waved a hand. “Leave,” she commanded her Imperial Patrols. “No—you stay, dear Kapitan.”A
sharp fear pierced Ana’s chest. Leave. Don’t listen to her, she thought, looking to Markov, but
he remained by Sadov’s side, a puppet on strings.The door clicked shut, and at last, Morganya
turned to Ana. For a moment, they looked at each other.The blow came out of nowhere,
slamming into Ana’s face so hard that she saw stars.“You little bitch,” Morganya hissed. “I ought
to kill you for what you did in Bregon.”The second blow filled Ana’s mouth with the metallic taste
of blood, hot and foreign where her Affinity might once have stirred at its scent. Her head spun,
but in the fog of pain, a realization cut through like the blade of a sword.Blinking the black spots
from her vision, Ana focused on the Empress’s wrists. They were covered by the sleeves of the
kechyan she wore, but Morganya’s fury could only mean one thing.Both siphons were still lost—
for the moment, at least. Sorsha had disappeared since the Battle of Godhallem over one
fortnight ago; if she was indeed alive, it seemed she hadn’t reached Morganya yet.As though
thinking along the same lines, Morganya clenched her fingers around Ana’s throat. Her nails
gouged into Ana’s flesh, sparking pinpricks of pain. “Where is it?” Morganya hissed. “Where is
the siphon that was meant for me?”It was the first time Ana had seen Morganya in such an
unbridled state. As she took in her aunt’s wild eyes and savage snarl, Ana realized just how
deeply the cracks ran behind Morganya’s façade of control and domination.And, as Ramson
would have said, cracks were weaknesses, to be used as leverage. Better yet, Morganya had
just confirmed the greatest advantage Ana held against her: that Morganya was only aware of
a single siphon’s existence where, in reality, there existed two.Ana split her mouth in a grin.
Warmth dribbled down her chin. “What’s wrong, mamika?” The moniker, once used as a
gesture of affection, tasted like rot on her tongue. “Things aren’t going as well as you’d
planned?”Morganya’s face paled. For a moment, she looked nearly unhinged. Then her gaze
shuttered, and she gave a laugh. “You know, I wanted to kill you, at first,” she said softly, her
voice velvet poison. “Just like, at the very start of it all, I tried to fight you. I sent my forces from
town to town, searching for you. I thought that if I got rid of you, I would secure my place as
Empress. That if you were dead, the people would turn to me.” Her eyes flicked up, and in them
was an old cruelty, an ancient wisdom.
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Ø>ÞxGiving up their lives for a Better World is absolutely breathtaking! Ana's mantra "She simply
had to live long enough to win the war "~ was breaking my heart. Wishing I could jump into the
book & volunteer to fight on her side and to die with her.It's important to honor all the
characters on Ana & Ramson's side and to never forget them. Their names and deeds should
be immortalized and never be forgotten! Mentioning only Ana and Ramson doesn't mean all
the others are less by any mean.Wishing some smart TV or Movie producers would option the
Trilogy. It'd be so Epic to watch and experience on screen!”

alicia nerdy, “Perfect ending to a great series!. 4.5 þ�Perfect ending to an amazing series! I cried..
a lot. I was so happy to see my fav. characters have a happy ending, though it was really rough
getting there.Ana, Ramson, and Linn are separated each following his and her journey on how
to stop Morganya. We got 3 POVS and each was necessary to fit the story. I devoured each
page and kept turning pages in anticipation.There were some really cute scenes between Ana
and Ramson and even Linn had some cites scenes with a certain someone.I freaking loved
Linn in this book. There were other side characters I really enjoyed too. There were even some
that found redemption from past mistakes.Overall, a solid ending and just a great series to
begin with. I highly recommend!”

Jessica Belmont, “Crimson Reign. Crimson Reign by Amélie Wen Zhao was an excellent read.
One thing I truly appreciated was that the important info from the first two books was woven
into this without info dumping, making it possible to dive into this whether you haven’t read the
first two or it’s been a while since you read them. I love when books are parts of series and still
able to standalone because I think it tends to make them stronger reads.Crimson Reign is an
epic conclusion to this trilogy. I’m incredibly impressed with the writing of this author. I was
addicted to this story from the first word and kept me invested until the end. This is action
packed and entertaining.Excellent characters and I just can’t get over the writing! It’s so
detailed but not too detailed and it truly makes me feel like I’m part of this story. I absolutely
loved the writing!!I really enjoyed this. Even though this is able to standalone, I think the
experience is better when you read the full set of books, so that’s what I would recommend.
Don’t miss out!Thank you to Random Things Tours for the free review copy. All opinions are my
own and unbiased.”



Megan Nicole, “PERFECT conclusion to the Blood Heir Series!. Spoilers! For those of you who
are looking for a series where the main character is a bad ass who is trying to right the wrongs
of not only her past but her brother's, her aunt's, and parents while also having a bit of
romance and ongoing action this is for you. The series foes through different points of views
from different characters so there are different perspectives as well. If you haven't read the first
two installments you will definitely want to read them! The third and final installment (Crimson
Reign) included everything that I wanted it to. The only things I want to know after reading all
three would be - Where do Ana and Ramson go from there? Or do Linn and Kaiis see each
other again? I'm greedy, I want more!All in all, great storyline with perfect ups and downs and
the perfect amount of romantic storyline. I couldn't put any of the books down. Buy them!”

Jan farnworth, “Love was a weakness and dreams were for fools. What I liked:Russian
Inspired, War and fighting, Unique Magic system, Fast-paced and engaging, and very little
romance make for a perfect epic fantasy read. Crimson Regin is a solid finale to the Blood Heir
Trilogy as Anna, who lost her powers, still has to fight to gain her world back and find peace for
all those who live there. For Anna losing her control forces her to examine how she viewed
those without power and how those with power have used their power. Ana evolves from a rash
character who rushes to make choices to a strong ruler who thinks beyond herself and those
like her. I enjoyed the romance between Ramason and Anna as it was cute and sweet and not
arcing to take over the story. It played in the background and was used to make them more
relatable as characters.Final Verdict:Overall this is a fantastic series, and I would highly
recommend it to anyone who likes Russian-inspired stories and a unique magic system
steeped in political intrigue.Audiobook Review:The narrator has been the same for all three
books in this series, and she reads the story most engagingly. Listening to this series with this
narrator has been a very entertaining experience.”

Carly Hamilton, “Emotional damage. The media could not be loaded.
                
            
                
            
        
    
    

  
  
Crimson Reign by Amélie Wen Zhao “Where to first?” “Wherever your heart
desires.”~~~~To say that when the Audiobook dropped and I kicked Crescent City 2 to the curb
is an understatement. This final book; the final leg in the journey of Anastacya has been my



favorite. The emotional rollercoaster in this book and some of the chapters alone had
messaging Zhao asking why she would do this! Pretty sure, and hopefully, she was laughing at
her readers' reactions to certain twists. I will always tell people to read this series, it has been
the best series in my life. For real; if Blood Heir is not on your list! IT NEEDS TO BE; she’s
bringing these books to life. It is one I will always revisit for years and years to come. Thank
you so much Amélie Wen Zhao for bringing me to the Cyrillian Empire. I absolutely can’t wait to
see what you have in store next!”

The book by Amélie Wen Zhao has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 49 people have provided feedback.
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